TWO SPIRIT
LOVED &
ACCEPTED
#WENEEDYOUHERE

TO GIVE HELP OR GET HELP:
• CALL THE TREVOR LIFELINE FOR LGBTQ YOUTH AT 1.866.488.7386
• DIAL 988 TO REACH THE SUICIDE & CRISIS LIFELINE
• Text “NATIVE” to 741741 FOR FREE 24/7 SUPPORT
• VISIT WWW.WERNATIVE.ORG TO LEARN ABOUT SUICIDE SIGNS
  AND PREVENTION RESOURCES
• TALK TO TRUSTED ELDERS, HEALERS, FRIENDS,
  FAMILY MEMBERS OR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

PREVENT SUICIDE.
TO GIVE HELP OR GET HELP:
- CALL THE TREVOR LIFELINE FOR LGBTQ YOUTH AT 1.866.488.7386
- DIAL 988 TO REACH THE SUICIDE & CRISIS LIFELINE
- Text “NATIVE” to 741741 FOR FREE 24/7 SUPPORT
- VISIT WWW.WERNATIVE.ORG TO LEARN ABOUT SUICIDE SIGNS AND PREVENTION RESOURCES
- TALK TO TRUSTED ELDERS, HEALERS, FRIENDS, FAMILY MEMBERS OR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
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